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(54) UNIVERSAL PERFORATION SYSTEM FOR INSTALLATION ON A BINDING OR SPIRAL-
BINDING MACHINE CAPABLE OF BINDING USING ANY BINDING SYSTEMS

(57) The invention relates to a novel industrial prod-
uct which provides a novel system capable of performing
a universal perforation for binding and spiral-binding ma-
chines, by means of oblong perforations that receive the

rings, spirals or combs and folders with rings of multiple
sizes, which is currently performed by machines that in-
volve several steps. Oval perforation punches are in-
stalled.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates generally to a new
binding or spiral binding system as is generally known
and more particularly to a universal biding system that
allows to make different binding with different perfora-
tions for different binding systems.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The binding systems have more than 50 years
with the same perforation formats, which are round,
square, rectangular and oval, without substantial chang-
es. This has forced the market in the necessity of having
an equipment for each type of required binding, since
consumers both in Mexico and the rest of the world re-
quire several different types of equipment to meet their
needs or the needs of their customers.
[0003] Among the known binding systems can be cited
the spiral binding machines with: double metal ring (steps
3:1 and 2:1) metal spiral (step 3:1, 4:1, 5:1, .2475", 6mm),
and plastic spiral (steps 3:1, 4:1, 5:1, .2475", 6mm), and
the plastic combs of 6 and 11 tips which are on the market,
as well as punchers of 2, 3, 4 or multiple perforations for
folders or registrars of different formats. For years con-
sumers of these types of products have increased con-
siderably and they are looking to do more with less and
the present equipment summarized the market’s re-
quest. All these aforementioned binding systems are uni-
fied into a single universal machine with the present tech-
nical proposal.
[0004] They are incorporated herein as references
Mexican applications 9600467 and 9600466, dated No-
vember 19, 1966, in which an analysis of the state of the
art in terms of spiral binding machines, specifically in
terms of the perforation and closing machines of double
metallic rings.
[0005] In the MU 918 registration issued August 16,
2001, is claimed a spiral binding machine formed by a
puncher and a closing for spiral binding with a double
metallic ring, which comprises a punching bar having two
bars, one with equidistant spaced perforations that re-
ceive a series of punches and the other bar of the two
bars covers it, and a closing device formed by a closing
bar, an actuating lever of both mechanisms, a marimba,
a ring holder arranged in the front part of a support plat-
form (page 24). MU 978 registration discloses that a per-
foration bar which comprises a platform which includes
towards the rear section an upper transversal tapper,
where is firmly fixed a female bar having an inverted
channel shape that linearly presents a series of holes
equidistant to each other; over this female bar is arranged
in a fixed manner a base bar also perforated (page 8
lines 9 to 14). The MU 1017 registration discloses a spiral
binding machine for paper sheets that allows to quickly
and efficiently thread perforated sheets into a double

metal ring of suitable measuring and closing the ring, a
plastic spiral, metallic, or a plastic comb may be used,
(page 5, 16-20). MU 1398, discloses a machine with an
option of two different perforation diameters, without re-
moving punches like in other machines, including an
electric heater for thermal plaster. For more information,
it is suggested to consult these prior art documents,
whose technique has been developed by the present in-
ventor. Finally, the patent 275,441 discloses a spiral bind-
ing machine with perforations for two different perforation
measurements.
[0006] All of the previous technology, can be overcome
by the new machine of the present invention, which re-
places the different machines used to perform various
different binding.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Basically is provided, by way of new industrial
product, a spiral binding machine binding that alone
makes the work carried out by machines of this type, in
binding systems with different perforations.
[0008] Obviously, this represents a substantial invest-
ment saving in the plurality of machines and also a saving
of spaces for such machines, which is very important in
homes, private offices, government offices, copy centers,
stationery, and printing centers mainly.
[0009] Technically, this proposal is based on a princi-
ple of respecting all the perforation steps with an OB-
LONG perforation (longer than wide with rounded ends)
but without losing the distances and measures that are
currently used by current binding systems.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION AND 
THE BEST MODE TO CARRY IT OUT

[0010] Now, it will be passed to make a detailed de-
scription of the invention given only by way of a non-
limiting example, since in view of the drawings and de-
scription provided can occur different embodiments with-
out thereby contemplating another invention, since as
this disclosure must be considered in its broadest sense
and not limited, for example, different machines or similar
utilitarian materials, different dimensions, and eventually
changes in the perforations, all of which has already been
planned.
[0011] The invention is described in connection with
the accompanying figures in which:

Figure 1 is a conventional perspective top view and
seen from the left side of an oval drilling die, with an
oval punch, punch holder, and punch guide that com-
prises the oval matrix; and
Figure 2, is a plan view of the comb, guide, and coun-
ter, in a respective sequence.

[0012] Referring to the figures and particularly to Fig-
ure 1, the oval matrix which is the object of the invention,
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includes three elongated rectangular platforms (Fig 1), a
first platform (1) punch holder, a second platform (2), of
equal size as the previous one, which serves as a punch
guide, and a third platform (3) of support with greater
dimensions than the previous ones; is provided a row of
punches (4) of oval configuration.
[0013] Referring now to Figure 2, shown a top plan
view of a comb (5), a guide (6), and a counter (7), perfectly
aligned for the respective perforation.
[0014] The spaces formed between each of the above
mentioned perforations, have equal distances that allow
that at the moment of placing the double metal ring, the
spiral of any step, either plastic or metal, and the plastic
combs or when entering the sheets in folders of 2,3, 4 or
multiple rings where needed, to easily enter and results
of the binding is optimal.
[0015] By way of example, the following is a preferred
embodiment (not only) of this essential part of the spiral
binding machine and it must be emphasized that this per-
forate can be mounted practically on a known machine
for this purpose, which should be referred to the perfo-
ration system which includes the aforementioned devic-
es and the form of perforation.
[0016] Platform (1) is about 38.5 cm long, about 4 cm
wide, and about 3 mm thick; platform (2) has the same
previous measures; and platform (3) has about 48 cm
long, about 5 cm wide, and about 3.5 cm thick; the punch-
es have a height of about 3.2 cm, about 4.75 mm wide,
and about 22.5 long. The comb and the guide are man-
ufactured of sill (cold rolled) or any other steel and the
counter is made of hardened steel or any other type. The
holes of the counter (bottom) are countersink for grub
screws.
[0017] The system uses oval perforations (oblong)
through the oval punches (oblong) is the novelty of the
invention and not exactly the assembly on a new or con-
ventionally known machine; likewise, can be used an
electric drilling and binding machine as the known (or
unknown) provided that incorporate the oval punches
(oblong) to perform the oblong perforations.
[0018] In the above manner, i.e. that only with the ap-
plication of the oblong perforation, there is no need to
change any of the supplies that is now produced in Mex-
ico and other countries of the world and that the custom-
er’s investment would only be in the purchase of a single
piece of equipment.
[0019] Clearly the actual consumer’s savings are con-
siderable, both financial and in space, as well as every
time that a new system comes out on the market different
supplies would have to be bought, as well as, forcing the
consumer to have all kinds of different machines and
consumables, generating higher costs of production or
consumption.
[0020] The premise of the proposal is to unite in oblong
perforations and thus replace the multiple number of per-
forations that each perforation step currently requires
with each binding system.
[0021] As it is easily understood, is overcome with a

single equipment the problem of the perforation formats
that are round, square, rectangular and oval, that is to
say it is not forced to have an equipment for each type
of binding required, since to date, the consumers both in
Mexico and the rest of the world require multiple pieces
of equipment to meet their needs or those of the final
customer.
[0022] With the present invention, a perforation and
binding system is with the same machine that before the
present invention had been only a hypothesis for many
years by the manufacturers around the world, eliminating
major constraints which had been a costly production of
each system, for example in Mexico oval perforation for
spirals is not manufactured since it is much more expen-
sive than the round one, at the same time that unifying
the standard use of metallic or plastic spirals using dif-
ferent steps.
[0023] Having described the invention I consider it as
a novelty and therefore claim as my property contained
in the following clauses:

Claims

1. A universal perforation system to install on a spiral
binding machine that performs binding in a standard
binding system, characterized in comprising the
steps of providing an installation based perforated
oval punches (oblong), and performing an oblong
perforation that includes the perforation steps, but
without losing the equidistant distances and meas-
ures that are currently used by current binding sys-
tems.

2. A universal drilling system installed in a spiral binding
machine that performs binding in standard binding
systems, characterized in that the installation in-
cludes an oval matrix with three elongated rectan-
gular platforms, first platform carries a punch, a sec-
ond platform the same dimensions as above, which
serves as guide punches, and a third supporting plat-
form larger than before, which functions as a female,
and a row of punches of oval shape (oblong).

3. The universal drilling system installed in a spiral bind-
ing machine that performs in standard binding sys-
tems, according to claim 1, characterized in that it
comprises a comb, a guide and a counter, perfectly
aligned to the respective oval perforation and allow
equidistant spaces between each of the holes so that
when placing the double metal lock ring, the spiral
of any step either plastic or metal, or leaves into the
eyes in the folders and registers multiple sizes and
formats and plastic combs enter easily when re-
quired and the result is optimal binding.

4. The universal drilling system according to claim 1,
characterized in that it has been found in one pre-
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ferred manufacture, the first and second platform
have the following dimensions: about 38.5 cm long,
about 4 cm wide, and about 3 mm thick, and the third
platform is about 48 cm long, about 5 cm wide, and
about 3.5 cm thick, the punch having a height of
about 3.2 cm, about 4.75 mm width, and about 22.5
mm long, and the guide comb are manufactured of
sill (Coid rolled) or other steel and the counter is
made of hardened steel or any other type, the holes
in the counter (bottom) are countersunk for grub
screws.

Amended claims under Art. 19.1 PCT

1. - Universal perforation system for installation on a
binding or spiral-binding machine capable of binding,
using any binding, characterized by including within
a relative spatial reference system X, Y and Z be-
tween ranges of drilling boreholes, all existing drilling
sheets pitch ranges without losing equidistant dis-
tances and measures that are currently used in all
sheet binding systems, based on all dimensions, siz-
es and types of seaming means or binding rings.

2. - Universal perforation system for installation on a
binding or spiral-binding machine capable of binding,
using any binding, in accordance with claim 1, char-
acterized in that it consists in the dynamic param-
eterized movable articulation calibrated support
means, drilling means, and guide means, all them
arranged on a positioning system X, Y, and Z, ac-
cording to the dimensions of the sheets to perforate,
inclusively capable of producing a single set of drilled
boreholes in sheets comprising all the existing drill-
ing pitch ranges, boreholes produced in the aligned
set of stacked sheets that are able to turn accom-
modate inside any binder ring or system of any di-
mensions and types in accordance with all existing
drilling pitch ranges; movable articulation calibrated
means of support and guide means and drilling
means including an oblong matrix (oval) comprising
three oblong elongated rectangular platforms, where
the first support platform is a larger one than the other
two, having a row of recessed punches of oval con-
figuration for calibrated passive perforation (oblong),
a second platform of equal dimensions as the first
one which is used to guide the operation of the active
piercing punches, and a third active piercing punch-
es carrier platform acting aligned on the stacked
sheets.

3. - Universal perforation system for installation on a
binding or spiral-binding machine capable of binding,
using any binding, in accordance with claim 2, char-
acterized in that the system comprises a mecha-
nism, integrated by a comb, a guide and a counter
perfectly positioned and interrelated according to X,

Y and Z system for making oblong perforation (oval)
in respective sheets, same mechanism as allow to
form equidistant spaces between each of the oblong
holes (oval) resulting proportionate in sheets, so that
when you place the twin metal ring inside the holes,
the spiral of any dimension, whether plastic or metal
or sheets on the rings of folders and recorders of
multiple sizes and formats and plastic combs when
required, can easily enter as the result of the optimal
binding.

4. - Universal perforation system for installation on a
binding or spiral-binding machine capable of binding,
using any binding, in accordance with claim 1,
wherein according to the positioning system X, Y and
Z, and functional relationship with each other in all
its components, the drilling system is claimed in a
basic dimensions modality, in which the first and sec-
ond platforms having the following dimensions: 38.5
cm or more or less long, 4.0 cm or more or less in
width and 3.0 mm or more or less thick and the lower
platform 48.0 cm or so in length, 5.0 cm or more or
less in width and 3.5 cm or more or less thick, the
punches have a height of 3.2 cm or more or less,
4.75 mm or more or less in width and 22.5 mm or
more or less long, the comb and guide are made
(cold rolled) or any other steel and hardened steel,
the counter are made of hardened steel or any other
type, and the holes in the counter (bottom) for coun-
tersunk head screw.
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